Buckingham’s Dual Rescue Strap (P/N 7002 / 7003) enables the user to safely and easily rescue a co-worker from an elevated position using the 101 SR Self-Rescue System. The Dual Rescue Strap (P/N 7002 / 7003) must not be used for any other purpose.

Read carefully, understand, and heed these and all related product instructions, warnings, and cautions before using this equipment. Failure to do so could result in serious injury or death. This equipment is intended for use by properly trained professionals only.

**USE INSTRUCTIONS FOR HURT-MAN RESCUE, USING THE DUAL RESCUE STRAP & 101SR SELF-RESCUE SYSTEM.**

- Remove the descender with pre-rigged 1/2” rope and attached locking snap hook from the storage bag and connect the snap hook to a suitable anchor point.
- Connect the Dual Rescue Strap to the descender with the 1st. Carabiner, use the second carabiner to attach the Dual Rescue strap to a suitable attachment point on your harness as shown in figure 1.
- Rappel down to a height slightly above the victim, attach the third carabiner to a suitable attachment point on the victim. (See Fig. 2)
- Adjust the friction buckle on the Dual Rescue Strap taking up the slack between the victim and the Dual Rescue Strap. Ensure as much slack is taken up as possible.
- When all slack is taken up cut the victim’s fall arrest lanyard. (see Fig. 3) (Note slack must be taken up so that no part of the system sees impact loading).
- Once the victim is being supported solely by the 1/2” diameter rope, descender and the Dual Rescue System lower the victim to safety at a controlled rate of speed by squeezing the handle with one hand while using the other hand to control the free end of the rope. (See Fig 4)

**NOTES:** Rescue Buck P/N 695 (simulated training victim) shown in above photos. PN 7002 shown in above photos.